Abstract
Introduction
Nuclear clustering is one of the characteristic phenomena in atomic nuclear systems. Since a 4 He nucleus (α) is tightly bound by about 28 MeV, a subsystem called α cluster can easily form and often appears in the excited states of N = Z nuclei near the α-cluster thresholds [1] . Thus, it is reasonable to assume such a subsystem as internal degrees of freedom for describing the low-lying states of nuclear systems. Cluster models involving α particles have been applied to light nuclear systems and have succeeded in explaining those clustering phenomena [2, 3, 4] . Famous examples include the first excited 0 + states in 12 C and 16 O. They are well explained by α+α+α [5] , and α+ 12 C cluster models [6, 7] , respectively.
Such a cluster structure, e.g., the famous Hoyle state [8] , crucially determines the radiative capture rate which directly impacts on the nucleosynthesis. Capture by heavier N = Z clusters will be important when approaching the final stage of the star burning process.
In general, the application of a fully microscopic cluster model (Resonating Group Method; RGM [9, 10, 11] ) to systems involving heavier clusters is much involved. One has to derive complicated mathematical formulas, the so-called RGM kernels, for each system. Another problem is the effective nucleon-nucleon interaction for the cluster model. As exemplified in the famous 12 C and 16 O problems [12] , it is difficult to reproduce the threshold energies in a consistent manner for many cases.
On the other hand, a macroscopic cluster model (Orthogonality Condition Model; OCM) has often been used as an approximation of the RGM [13, 14, 15] .
Practically, an inter-cluster potential is replaced with a phenomenological one which reproduces properties of the subsystem. However, such a nucleus-nucleus potential is known to be deep resulting in redundant bound state solutions, which are called forbidden states, originating from the Pauli principle between the clusters. For example, a phenomenological α + α potential, the so-called BFW potential [16] , allows (n r l) =(00), (10) , and (02) redundant forbidden states that correspond to the total harmonic-oscillator quanta, Q = 2n r + l < 4.
The Pauli principle between subsystems is approximately taken into account by imposing the orthogonality conditions to the relative wave function. Therefore, the behavior of the wave function becomes complicated allowing several nodes in the internal regions.
Since we have to get rid of all forbidden states from the solution of the many-body Schrödinger equation, applying such a deep potential to many-and heavy-cluster systems is still hard. The removal of the forbidden states has been practically achieved, e.g., by using the projection method [17] . However, the method induces some numerical instability due to a large factor, typically ∼ 10 3−6 , multiplied to the projection operator. Though the OCM have been successfully applied to multi-cluster systems, the application is limited only to a few light-cluster systems (See, for example, Refs. [18, 19, 20, 21] ).
To extend the macroscopic model to systems involving heavier clusters, such as 16 O and 40 Ca, a shallow potential, which has no redundant bound state, is advantageous for applications. For example, the Ali-Bodmer potential [22] is a phenomenological shallow potential which reproduces well the low-energy α + α scattering phase shifts although it accommodates no bound state. Though such a shallow potential is strongly angular-momentum dependent, its application to many-cluster systems is in general easier than that with the OCM. See, early and recent applications to the triple-α reactions [23, 24, 25] .
We want to use such a shallow inter-cluster potential for studying multicluster systems. A supersymmetric (SUSY) transformation offers a prescription to obtain a phase-shift-equivalent shallow-singular potential from any deep potential having a number of bound state solutions [26, 27, 28] . (The r −2 singularity at the origin is needed to improve the high energy behavior of the phase shift obtained with the shallow potential [29, 30] functions generated from the deep and SUSY transformed potentials, and quantify how those differences appear in observables such as the nuclear radius and electric-multipole transitions and sum rules. A summary is given in Sec. 6.
Formulation

Derivation of a standard supersymmetric transformed potential
To get a phase-equivalent supersymmetric transformed potential consistent with the deep potential, we follow the prescription given in Refs. [26, 33, 27] .
We consider a two-spinless-cluster system that interacts only with a central potential. In such a case, the relative wave function with energy E and orbital momentum l can be factorized into a radial part χ l (E, r)/r and an angular part Y lm (r). In this section, for the sake of simplicity, we omit the quantum numbers and radial dependence r from the radial wave function, otherwise needed. The one-dimensional radial differential equation is written as
in units of = 2m = 1 where m is the reduced mass of the two clusters. The central effective potential, V , includes the nuclear, Coulomb and centrifugal
terms.
Let us assume that we have a local, regular and deep nuclear potential which accommodates n forbidden bound-state solutions. The ground state is eliminated by supersymmetric transformations with a two-step procedure. The initial Hamiltonian is factorized into two first-order operators
where the ground-state energy E 0 is taken as factorization energy and χ(E 0 ) is the ground-state wave function [34] . The SUSY partner, H 1 , of H 0 is defined by
The lowest bound state is removed in H 1 but the phase shift is also modified. To recover the original phase shift, one performs another SUSY transformation by factorizing H 1 in the form
The corresponding potential obtained by those two steps can be summarized in the form [26, 33, 27 ]
It should be noted that the potential behaves as ∼ (l + 2)(l + 3)/r 2 around the origin which ensures to satisfy a generalized Levinson theorem [29] . The SUSY partners have identical spectra except for the number of bound states. In other words, the two potentials obtained by this method provide exactly the same phase shifts. The physical wave function of each Hamiltonian is related to the other one by the intertwining operators.
The above procedure will be repeated until all the unphysical bound states are removed. Since the integral in Eq. (2) does not vanish and can thus not lead to singularities at finite distance in the transformed potential, the factorization energy E (i) 0 (i > 1) can be the energy of any excited state to be suppressed. The final form of the SUSY transformed potential reads
where n denotes the number of redundant or forbidden bound states. A number n of removal manipulations induces the additional ∼ (2n + l)(2n + l + 1)/r 2 (r → 0) singularity [27, 28] . The potential becomes 'more singular' as the singularity parameter 2n + l increases with larger n.
"Designed" supersymmetric transformed potential
In the previous subsection, we have discussed how we obtain the phaseequivalent potential by eliminating the forbidden states by the SUSY transformation. Here we generate another supersymmetric transformed potential.
In the SUSY prescription, we can remove and reintroduce any bound state of the spectrum [33] . The transformation allows an arbitrary free parameter that may be fixed to reproduce one physical quantity. The resultant wave function is phase-equivalent but it is modified depending on the choice of the arbitrary parameter. With this procedure, we can "design" the SUSY potential so as to reproduce a physical quantity other then the phase shift.
After elimination of all the redundant bound states, the physical bound
with wave function χ(E (n) 0 ) is removed by a factorization similar to the factorization of the initial H described above and the nonequivalent Hamiltonian H 2n+1 is obtained. Then H 2n+1 is factorized with the factorization energy E
is an unbound solution both at the origin and at infinity. Its SUSY partner
has again a ground state at energy E (n) 0 and the phase equivalence to H 2n and thus to H is restored. Now an arbitrary parameter β is introduced which modifies the properties of the ground-state wave function.
In Eq. (4), since the wave function χ(E 
Its asymptotic form (r → ∞) is
Hence the initial asymptotic normalization constant is multiplied by (β + 1)/β.
The new phase-equivalent potential (SUSY-β) can be calculated by
The singularity of V SUSY−β is unchanged as (2n + l)(2n + l + 1)/r 2 (r → 0). For practical purposes, the β value is fixed so as to reproduce the desired physical quantity which will be discussed later in Sec. 5.1.
Physical quantities in the two-cluster systems
In this section, we summarize definitions of the physical quantities used in the α-nucleus systems. The root-mean-square (rms) radius composed of a twocluster, C 1 + C 2 , system with non-integer mass number A can be evaluated
where A 1 (A 2 ), r(C 1 ) (r(C 2 )), and r 2 are the non-integer mass number and the rms radius of cluster 1 (2), and the mean-square distance between the two clusters.
We will also evaluate the reduced electric-multipole (Eλ) transition probability with multipolarity λ defined as
We remark that the initial parity π i changes to π f with (−1) λ . By ignoring the internal excitation of the two clusters, effective Eλ operators, which only act on the relative wave function between the two clusters, are given by (see, for example, Appendix B of Ref. [35] )
where
is the charge number of the cluster 1 (2). We remark that the electric-dipole (λ = 1) operator vanishes when a system consists of two N = Z clusters with integer mass numbers. Though it does not vanish with the non-integer mass numbers, we however do not calculate the E1 transition probabilities because the formula has no physical basis in this case [36] .
Phenomenological α+
16 O and α+ 40 Ca potentials
α-nucleus potentials
The phenomenological α-nucleus potentials are assumed to be a paritydependent-single Gaussian form as
whereP r is the parity operator that changes r into −r. This form factor was successful in α+α [16] and α+ 16 O [37] scattering problems. In addition to the nuclear potential we include the Coulomb term as
with the error function [38] where ν is fixed so as to reproduce the potential value of a uniform charge distribution with a sphere radius We fix a set of parameters, V 0 , V r , and µ r , so as to reproduce the low- The small parity dependence of the potential implies an inversion doublet in a well-developed asymmetric cluster structure [42] . For the α+ 40 Ca system, the potential is in general deeper than that of the α+ 16 O system because more redundant bound states are required to satisfy Q = 2n r + l < 12. We however note that the condition cannot be satisfied with l = 11. No redundant bound state with l = 11 is found in those parameter sets. 20 Ne and 44 
Energy spectrum of
Ti
The calculated energy spectrum of 20 Ne is plotted in Fig. 1 broad width which does not reach δ J = π/2, we take a peak of the first derivative of the phase shift, dδ J /dE, as E R . In Set A, where the 0 + and 2 + energies are used to fix the potential parameters, the 4 + state appears to be unbound and the other rotational levels tend to be at higher energy compared to the experimental data. Sets B and C show reasonable agreement with the observed spectrum for both the positive-and negative-parity states. The 0 + , 2 + , and 4 + higher nodal excited states are also in fair agreement with the experimental data. Set A Set B Set C Expt. Table 3 lists rms radii and reduced electric-quadrupole (E2) transition probabilities. The experimental data are also listed for comparison. The rms radius decreases with increasing angular momentum because the attractive pocket of A produces a large moment of inertia resulting in too large an energy splitting between the intraband states, and Sets B and C fairly well reproduce the α+ 40 Ca rotational structure [3, 46] , that is, the low-lying positive-and negative-parity levels as well as their nodal excited states observed at 12 MeV, and the B(E2) values as shown in Table 4 . We also list, in Table 5 , the binding energies and decay widths of 44 Ti with the α+ 40 Ca model, although no α-decay width is observed in such low-lying states.
Tests of the SUSY transformed potentials
Hereafter we employ Set C as the initial α-nucleus deep potentials to be transformed by the SUSY prescription. Set A Set B Set C Expt. The same holds for 44 Ti. seems to provide a reasonable forbidden-state-free potential which can be used for studying more than three-cluster systems. see a strong repulsion for r 3 fm generated from the SUSY transformations pushing the internal wave function to outer regions. This behavior is a general consequence of removing the redundant bound states while keeping the phase shift invariant. We see attractive pockets at ∼ 4 fm for the 0 + , 2 + , and 4 + states which allow us to obtain one physical bound-state solution. The attractive pocket is somewhat shifted to inner regions with the SUSY-β transformation with a negative β value because this transformation always gives a smaller rms radius than that of the standard SUSY transformation shown in Table 6 .
Physical properties of α+nucleus systems
Supersymmetric transformed potentials and wave functions
For the negative-parity partial waves, the pocket is not deep enough to accommodate any bound state. The lowest state appears as a resonance with a narrow width. We again remark that all the potentials give exactly the same phase shift.
We solve the Schrödinger equation numerically for each J with those potentials. The second-order differential equation is precisely solved by a finitedifference method, the Numerov method, with the boundary condition that the We also display the α+ 40 Ca potentials in Fig. 5 . More singular potentials around the origin are obtained for the α+ 40 Ca system because the number of forbidden states (Q = 2n r + l < 12) is larger than that of 20 Ne, and more transformations are needed to remove all these forbidden states. Figure 6 plots the wave functions and probability distributions for the lowest J π = 0 + , 2 + , 4 + , and 6 + physical states of 44 Ti. As expected, two more nodes with respect to the 20 Ne case appear in the wave function obtained with the OCM calculation.
Though there is a little difference in the wave functions, the same discussion given for the α+ 16 O system holds for the asymptotic behavior of the wave function with the SUSY and SUSY-β transformations. In order to clearly see where the electric multipole transitions occur, we evaluate the transition densities, which show the spatial distribution of the electric-multipole (Eλ) transition matrix elements, defined by
Electric-multipole transition densities
with the relation to the transition matrix element as Table 6 . We remark that the SUSY-β transformation reduces the amplitude of the wave function in the asymptotic regions shown in Fig.4 , and the contributions of the E4 transitions are dominated by the outer regions of the wave function. Therefore, the E4 values become much smaller then those of the OCM by the SUSY-β transformation.
Tests in electric-multipole strength functions and cluster sum rules
To further study the possible modifications of observables by the SUSY transformations, we calculate electric-multipole (Eλ) strength functions. Here we do not show the results of 44 Ti because the same discussions as the 20 Ne case can be made. The Eλ strength function is defined by
where S f µ denotes a sum over the 2λ + 1 µ values and the final state energy E f . The final state continuum wave function is normalized as
which is practically achieved by connecting the numerical solution to the asymptotic Coulomb wave function with the wave number k = √ 2mE/ according to
where δ J is a phase shift, F J (G J ) is a regular (irregular) Coulomb function [38] . Finally, we discuss the electric-multipole sum rules. The non-energy-weightedcluster sum rules of the Eλ transitions are defined by with the calculable expressions
where φ 44 Ti, it is essential for the inter-cluster potential to reproduce the ground-state energy and root-mean-square (rms) radius.
Since it is hard to apply this potential directly to multi-cluster systems, we remove the unphysical forbidden states by using supersymmetric (SUSY) transformations. We have tested the relative wave functions generated by the SUSY transformed potentials in comparison with the ones generated by the original deep potentials. Though the SUSY transformed potentials give exactly the same phase shift as the original one, some observables which are sensitive to the wave function at short distances (e.g., the rms radius and electric-quadrupole tran-sition probabilities) are unfavorably modified. Therefore, we introduce another SUSY transformation (SUSY-β) involving one arbitrary parameter which is determined in such way so as to reproduce the rms radius obtained by the original wave function.
To quantify the modification caused by the SUSY transformations, we study the electric-multipole (Eλ) transitions. The modification due to the standard SUSY transformation becomes relatively smaller with increasing multipolarity λ due to the r λ factor in the Eλ operator. By applying the SUSY-β transformation which keeps the rms radius invariant, the initial value of the E2 transition strengths is recovered. However, the observables with higher multipolarity, e.g.,
E4
, are too strongly reduced because the single arbitrary parameter included in the transformation reduces the amplitude of the asymptotic wave function.
The SUSY prescription offers a phase-equivalent singular-shallow potential consistent with the deep potential. Such a potential is advantageous for descriptions of multi-cluster systems. However, we should keep in mind that some 
